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The Canterbury Range
Combining cleaning practicality with lasting strength, the Canterbury 

range has a rattan effect look but benefits from the strength of 

polypropylene. Extremely modern and relevant, this incredibly 

comfortable and durable range will add a touch of class to any 

restaurant, hotel, pub, bar or café.

		Lasting strength combined 
with high cleaning practicality

		Light resistant pigment means 
no colour fade from the sun

		CATAS tested for outdoor use 

		Chairs stackable up to 8 high

		45mm parasol hole on tables

		Adjustable feet on tables for 
stability on any surface

		5 Year Warranty

SIDE CHAIR
Code: CANSID

ARMCHAIR
Code: CANARM

4 SEATER COMPLETE TABLE 
900 x 900mm

Code: CANTAB4

6 SEATER COMPLETE TABLE 
1500 x 900mm

Code: CANTAB6
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The Malaga Range
The Malaga base. Specifically designed for use in highly corrosive  

coastal areas, the nano-coat technology on this cruciform shaped base with 

round column makes this base the ultimate outdoor dining area furniture. At 

home even in the harshest of environments, the Malaga is perfect for your beer 

gardens, in front of your coffee shops, or at that restaurant on the end of the pier.

		Black nano coat finish makes 
this our most durable base for 
harsh outdoor environments

		Suitable for both indoor  
and outdoor use

		Scratch resistant and easy  
to clean

		Adjustable feet allow for 
uneven surfaces

		Twin base available in  
dining height

Dining Height: 720mm

Poseur Height: 1010mm

Maximum Top Size: 

Single Column - 
800mm Round or Square

Twin Column - 
Min. 1200 x 700mm 
Max. 1500 x 900mm SINGLE BASE

Code: MALD001
TWIN BASE

Code: MALTD001

SINGLE POSEUR HEIGHT BASE   Code: MALP001

Shown with  
700mm Werzalit 

Round Top and  
Rio Bar Chairs

The Madrid Base
The Madrid Flip Top uses 
incredible nano-coat 
technology that makes this 
cruciform style base with 
round column the ultimate 
outdoor dining area furniture. 
To top that off, the Madrid 
is a flip top base, meaning 
you get the added bonus of 
your tables being stackable 
for when saving space is 
an absolute requirement, 
perfect for the busiest of cafés, 
restaurants, pubs and outdoor 
commercial hospitality venues.

		Black nano coat finish makes 
this our most durable base for 
harsh outdoor environments

		Suitable for both indoor  
and outdoor use

		Scratch resistant and  
easy to clean

		Adjustable feet allow for 
uneven surfaces

		The folding top and design 
of the base means this is 
stackable for space saving

Dining Height: 720mm

Poseur Height: 1010mm

Maximum Top Size:  
800mm Round or Square

Shown stacked  
with Rio Table  
Tops

DINING  
HEIGHT  
BASE 
Code: 
MADFTD001
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The Werzalit Stock Range
The Werzalit brand has been established for over 90 years and are 

one of our top choices for outdoor commercial tabletops. Six décor 

options and seven size options in stock for Same Day Despatch.

100% recycled core. FSC Certified. Anti-microbial surface.

700MM SQUARE WERZALIT TABLE TOP IN PONDEROSA GREY    
Top code: 700700WZ179   Base code: MADFTD001   Chair code: PARISARM

Sizes In Stock:

600mm Square & Round

700mm Square & Round

800mm Square & Round

1100 x 700mm

White 001 Black 055 Arizona 119

City 029 Marble Genes 121 Ponderosa Grey 179

Shown with Madrid Base  
and Paris Armchairs 		Weatherproof and 

UV resistant to suit any 
environment, outdoors  
and indoors

		Scratch, heat, and impact 
resistant, making them a 
highly durable option for  
busy environments

		Easy clean,  
wipeable surface

		5 Year Warranty for  
peace of mind
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The Vibe Range

BLACK
Code: VIBBLA

BLUE
Code: VIBBLU

		Stackable up to 8 high 
for easy storage

		Ergonomically designed 
for maximum comfort

		Incredibly light for 
ease of movement and 
storage, essential after  
a long day of working

		Easy clean, wipeable 
surface

Side chair  
available in 
9 different 
colourways

The Vibe range, perfect for any restaurant or bar looking to add  
a lot of character on a smaller budget. The Vibe chair is vibrant, bright and robust. 
Perfect for adding a punch of character and colour to any social space. 

GREEN
Code: VIBGRN

PURPLE
Code: VIBPUR

RED
Code: VIBRED

YELLOW
Code: VIBYEL

GREY
Code: VIBGRY

ORANGE
Code: VIBORA

PINK
Code: VIBPIN

Shown with Solas 
1800mm Parasol in 
Royal Blue with Solas 
Plastic Parasol Base

		45mm parasol hole –  
For venues that need the option  
of shade from the elements

		Incredibly light for ease of 
movement and storage, essential 
after a long day of working

		Legs are removable for easy  
space saving storage

		Easy clean, wipeable surface

Shown with Urban  
Table in Concrete

The Vibe Black Polypropylene 
Table with Aluminium legs 
is a robust, easily cleanable 
dining table solution when  
budget is key. With its 45mm  
Parasol hole it offers a great  
solution for venues that want  
the option to add shade from  
sun or rain to their tables.

4 SEATER COMPLETE TABLE 800 x 800mm
Chair code: VIBORA   Table code: VIBTABBLA   

Parasol code: PARASOLAS1800DBLU   Parasol Base code: PARASOLASBASE
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4 SEATER COMPLETE TABLE 
800 x 800mm

Code: RIOTAB4

6 SEATER COMPLETE TABLE 
1400 x 800mm
Code: RIOTAB6

The Rio Range

		Incredibly strong and robust 
metal chairs & tables

		Easy clean, wipeable surface

		Chairs stackable up to  
8 high for easy storage

		Ergonomically designed for 
maximum comfort

		Incredibly light for ease of 
movement and storageBAR CHAIR

Code: RIOBAR
SIDE CHAIR

Code: RIOSID
ARMCHAIR

Code: RIOARM

Rio can be tailored to any venue theme!

Need a specific colour? 
Don’t just settle for one colour, we can have our Rio range 
powder coated to a colour of your choosing, making it  
extremely customisable.

The Rio range are incredibly strong yet lightweight aluminium chairs  
and tables, suitable for a range of indoor and outdoor venues, especially those 
where longevity is essential. Weather resistant to cope with anything mother 
nature can throw at it, the Rio range will look good in any modern, industrial style 
restaurant or café, both indoors and outdoors.

Shown with  
Madrid Bases and 

Werzalit Tops

Shown with Urban Table
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The Continental Range
The Continental is a robust and sturdy black base that will suit dining,  
restaurant and commercial environments, whether they have a traditional  
or contemporary style. With it’s weather resistant cast aluminium construction,  
the Continental will look just as good in your outdoor bistro café area as it will  
in your fine cuisine eatery. Available in 3 sizes.

Dining Height: 720mm

Maximum Top Size: 

4 Leg Column - 
800mm Round  
or Square

Grande Column - 
1000mm Round or 
900mm Square

Twin Column - 
Max. 1200 x 800mm

4 LEG DINING  
HEIGHT BASE
Code: CON4

GRANDE DINING  
HEIGHT BASE
Code: CONG

TWIN DINING  
HEIGHT BASE 
Code: CONT

Shown with 690mm Round White 
Marble Compact Laminate Top 

and Paris Armchairs

The Bistro Base
Introducing the Bistro Black Cast Iron Table Base. These beautiful sturdy table 
bases are inspired by a classic French bistro style incorporating an ornate 
decorative styling that is also incredibly budget friendly. In stock for same day 
despatch, the Bistro Base is at home anywhere from a high-end Café, tapas or 
wine bar to a classic pub or restaurant front of house. The Bistro Black Cast Iron 
Table Base will bring a touch of class to any hospitality drinking or dining area. 

		Lasting strength and 
durability

		In stock for same 
day despatch when 
ordered before 12pm

		Suitable for outdoor 
use subject to 
weathering

		5 year structural 
warranty

Dining Height:  
715mm

Poseur Height: 
1050mm

Maximum Top Size:  
800mm Round  
or Square

DINING 
HEIGHT  
BASE 
Code: 
BISTROD

POSEUR 
HEIGHT  
BASE 
Code: 
BISTROP

Shown with 690mm 
Round White  
Marble Compact 
Laminate Top and  
Rio Armchairs

Need a specific colour?  
Can be powder coated

		Stylish cast aluminium 
gives you a light yet 
highly durable base

		5 year warranty for 
peace of mind

		Suitable for both indoor 
and outdoor use

		Powder coated black 
finish, means scratch 
resistant and easy to 
clean

		Adjustable feet allow 
for uneven surfaces

Shown with Rio Chairs
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The Urban Table Range
Available in 3 different colourways, the Urban Ceramic top table with  

Aluminium frame will add a touch of class to any outdoor or indoor  

dining area. With it’s scratch and heat resistant, non porous, easy clean  

ceramic tiled surface and robust aluminium frame, the Urban will stay  

classy no matter what conditions your cafe, restaurant or bistro area experiences.

Concrete has a Matte finish that gives the tiles more grip for when cups or plates are placed 

directly onto the surface. Marble and Rust have a glossy finish. The benefit of a glossy finish is 

that light bounces from the glazed surface, creating the illusion of a bigger and a brighter room. 

A glossy finish also balances out the light in rooms where there are light limitations. They are also 

easier to wipe clean due to the smooth finish.

MARBLE CONCRETE RUST

URBAN MARBLE 
800 x 800mm

Code: URBMAR

URBAN CONCRETE 
800 x 800mm

Code: URBCON

URBAN RUST 
800 x 800mm
Code: URBRUS

		Elegant, timeless design

		Robust aluminium frame 
making it light yet 
extremely durable

		Ceramic non porous top 
giving it an easy clean, 
wipeable surface

		Easy assembly,  
tools provided

		Scratch, stain and  
heat resistant

		Suitable for outdoor  
and indoor use

Shown with Strata Side Chairs

Shown with Harper Side Chairs
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The Fresco Range
A robust polypropylene stacking chair 
with vertically slatted back rest. The 
Italian designed Fresco chairs are 
known for their strength and durability 
and are suitable for a range of indoor 
and outdoor venues, especially those 
where longevity is essential.

		Incredibly strong and robust plastic chair

	Easy clean, wipeable surface

		Stackable up to 8 high for easy storage

		Ergonomically designed for maximum comfort

		Incredibly light for ease of movement  
and storage

SIDE CHAIR
Code: FRESID

ARMCHAIR
Code: FREARM

WHITE  
(Code: WHI)

GREY  
(Code: GRY)

ANTHRACITE 
(Code: ANT)

Available in a choice of 3 colours

Shown with 
Werzalit Black 

Tabletop and  
Continental Base

The Compact Laminate Range
Our Compact Laminate Tabletops offer an incredibly durable and modern solution to 
those venues looking for a sleek minimalist design that can withstand anything that your 
customers and Mother Nature herself can throw at them. At only 12mm thick these tops 
have an extremely slim profile, and will suit both outdoor & indoor eating areas.

690MM SQUARE COMPACT LAMINATE TOP IN VINTAGE WOOD   
Code: 690690CLVINWOO (top only)

590MM ROUND COMPACT 
LAMINATE TOP IN WHITE MARBLE   
Code: 590DCLWHIMAR (top only)

Rustic Concrete Terrazzo

White Marquina Marble

White Marble Vintage Wood

Portoro Marble Golden Rust

Metallic Anthracite Black

Shown with Madrid Base 
and Rio Side Chairs

		Easy wipe clean and stain 
resistant surface

		Hardwearing surface can 
accommodate items with a 
temperature of up to 180˚C

		Suitable for indoor  
and outdoor use

		Fixing groove system 
compatible with all 4 star 
shaped table base spiders 
for ease of assembly

Sizes In Stock:

590mm Square & Round

690mm Square & Round

790mm Square & Round

Shown with 
Madrid Base

Parasol holes  
can be added
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The Newbury Range
The Newbury armchairs with removable seat pads, sold as a 

pair, combined with a Newbury Coffee Table. With a classic 

polypropylene wicker rattan style finish this combination is highly 

durable, comfortable, and extremely cleanable, perfect for the indoor 

or outdoor lounge area of any Cafe, Restaurant, Pub or Pub.

		Lasting strength combined 
with high cleaning practicality

		No colour fade from the sun

		Lightweight yet sturdy for ease 
of movement

		Detachable seat cushion for 
extra comfort

		Easy assembly with the  
‘Click’ system

COFFEE TABLE
Code: NEWTABC

ARMCHAIR
Code: NEWARM
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The Paris Chair
Introducing the Paris Polypropylene Bistro Arm Chairs. These beautiful  
sturdy armchairs are inspired by a classic French bistro style incorporating the 
classic wicker weave style with all the benefits of highly durable and cleanable 
polypropylene. At home anywhere from a high end bistro cafe, tapas or wine bar, 
to a classic pub beer garden, the Paris will bring a touch of class not only to your 
outdoor hospitality area but to any indoor drinking or dining area too.

The Harper Chair
The Harper Armchair is an incredibly durable and sturdy armchair incorporating a 
light yet strong black powder coated aluminium frame with an anthracite-coloured 
wicker weave style polypropylene seat and back with all the benefits of durable 
and cleanable polypropylene. In stock for same day despatch, the Harper offers 
class and style on a budget, perfect for  
your outdoor hospitality area and any  
indoor drinking or dining area too.

		Lasting strength combined 
with high cleaning practicality

		Light resistant pigment means 
no colour fade from the sun

		CATAS tested for outdoor use

		Stackable up to 8 high

		5 year structural warranty

		Lasting strength combined with 
high cleaning practicality

		Light resistant pigment means 
no colour fade from the sun

		CATAS tested for outdoor use

		Stackable up to 4 high

		5 year structural warranty
ARMCHAIR

Code: HARARM

ARMCHAIR
Code: PARISARM

Shown with  
Urban Table  
in Rust
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The Strata Chair

		Incredibly strong and 
robust plastic chairs

		Easy clean, wipeable 
surface

		Stackable up to 8 high 
for easy storage

		Ergonomically designed 
for maximum comfort

		Incredibly light for 
ease of movement and 
storage, essential after  
a long day of working

		5 year structural 
warranty

 ANTHRACITE
Code: STRANT

 RED
Code: STRRED

 BLUE
Code: STRBLU

 WHITE
Code: STRWHI

 GREEN
Code: STRGRN

 YELLOW
Code: STRYEL

 LIGHT GREY
Code: STRLGRY

In stock for same day despatch  
when order placed before 12pm

Known for their strength and durability, the Strata are a closed back chair  
suitable for a range of indoor and outdoor venues, especially those where longevity 
is essential. With a choice of 7 different colours the Strata can fit perfectly into 
venues from outdoor café areas to beer gardens to burger bars to dessert shops.

The complete one-piece back and seat means there are no gaps for 
the weather to penetrate.

Shown with Urban  
Table in Concrete

Shown with Werzalit 
White Tabletop and 
Madrid Base

Shown with Werzalit 
Ponderosa Grey Tabletop 
and Madrid Base
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The Cruz Range

		Exceptionally comfortable due 
to the the large seating area!

		5 year warranty

		Anti-static surface

		Suitable for both indoor and 
outdoor use

		Easy to clean

		Light resistant pigment

		Stackable up to 4 high
BAR CHAIR

Code: CRUBAR
LOUNGE CHAIR
Code: CRUMID

 SIDE CHAIR
Code: CRU

Available in a choice of 3 colours and 3 styles

The Cruz polypropylene chair, for contract use. The Cruz has a unique  
criss crossed back pattern which perfectly compliments its modern design, as well as 
providing brilliant air circulation for hot sunny days. With the Cruz you can choose 
the height options you need: side chair, lounge chair or bar chair, meaning you can 
echo the theme across all the table heights in your building.

RED (Code: RED)DARK GREY (Code: GRY)BLACK (Code: BLA)

Available in 3 different heights and 3 different colours –  
black, dark grey and red. Add to this the sleek modern look 
and you have a chair perfect for any modern bar or restaurant, 
pub or café, beer garden or outdoor venue.

Shown with Urban  
Table in Concrete
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The Solas Parasol
Made from Polyester, the Solas can provide coverage from both sun  
and very light rain, perfect for that unpredictable British weather. The Solas has  
a metal frame, painted white for neutrality, and is light yet incredibly durable.

ANTHRACITE
Code:  
PARASOLAS1800DANT

Shown with Vibe Side  
Chairs in Orange and  
Vibe Table in Black

Available in 2 colours 		200gr/m² polyester to 
provide coverage from 
both sun and light showers

		Aluminium frame –  
lightweight for when  
it is being stored yet 
incredibly durable

		Height adjustable (can be 
reduced by up to 900mm)

		In stock for same day 
despatch when  
ordered by 12pm

		5 year structural warranty

ECRU
Code:  

PARAPLAZA2000SQECRU

Available in  
2 colours

SOLAS 20 LITRE WHITE PLASTIC BASE
Code: PARASOLASBASE

The Solas can be ordered as a stand alone 
product or combined with the Solas 20 Litre 
White Plastic Base to provide Ultimate Rigidity. 
Can be filled with water or sand to provide the 
weight required for stability to the parasol.

Shown with Canterbury  
6 Seater Table and  

Canterbury Side Chairs

The Plaza can be ordered as a stand alone 
product or combined with the Plaza Black Metal 
Parasol Base to provide Ultimate Rigidity. With 
its sleek then design your patrons will barely 
notice the Plaza Black Metal Parasol base is 
there, allowing them to dine outside in comfort 
and with security.

The Plaza Parasol
At 2000mm wide the Plaza will provide plenty of coverage from both  
sun and light showers for your businesses clientele. The Plaza has a height  
adjustable aluminium frame making it light yet incredibly durable.

PLAZA BLACK METAL 
PARASOL BASE
Code: PARAPLAZABASE

2500

2100

35Ø

2000

2100

1800

25Ø

1800

Shown with Plaza Black  
Metal Parasol Base

Base inside hole 
32mm, can be 
tightened to 20mm

ANTHRACITE
Code:  

PARAPLAZA2000SQANT

		140gr/m² polyester to  
provide coverage from 
both sun and very light rain

		Lightweight yet incredibly 
durable frame

		In stock for same day 
despatch when ordered  
by 12pm

		Height adjustable (can be 
reduced by 700mm)

		5 year structural warranty
Shown with  

Solas 20 Litre Plastic Base

ROYAL BLUE
Code:  

PARASOLAS1800DBLU


